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From a Note-book 

powers that created Kubla Khan and La Belle Dame. There 
fore it is not well for the poet to march too confidently and 
rudely ahead, following the clear light of his working mind. 
Let him perhaps pause, waver, drift-wait expectant for the 
divine prompting, the mysterious guidance-tarry at the cross 
road with eyes subdued to receive a sign-that thus the 
faint voices of his buried self may perhaps become audible, 
and direct him toward an achievement which shall astonish 
him like a thing not his own. a. D. F. 

LIVING HISTORY 

Perhaps it is only the Russians who, at the bottom of 
some corner of their hearts, could ever possibly understand 
America as it is today. For we would scarcely ask any 

intelligent Russian, however patriotic and devoted to his 
country's cause, to offer us a panegyric on, say, the first 
Nicholas. America today is in a position somewhat similar 
to that in which Russia was at the time of the first Nicholas. 
It is incoherent and seething with discontent. It is explo 
sive with energy, but finding no outlet on which to spend 
that energy. It cries aloud for a true and abiding nation 
ality, but it finds that nationality cramped and fettered in 
a dozen ways by artificial politics, artificial religion, artificial 

wealth, artificial life. Steadily it is snapping the bonds that 

held it, steadily it is becoming articulate of the chaos in 

which it finds itself. And this growing articulateness is no 

artificial thing. Literature in America is now no longer the 
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beautiful plaything of a few cultivated people. It is burst 
ing out in the most unexpected places. It is growing vulgar, 
that it may speak to all hearts. It is becoming a common 

heritage of the people. 
If there are any in England who care to understand what 

America may become in the future, or who wish to discover 
a new phase of literary growth, let them buy, for example, 
Amy Lowell's latest, Men, Women and Ghosts, and perpend 
thereon. They may be shocked, horrified, startled. They 
may wince in horror at certain lines of certain poems, so 
little will these square with their old traditions of good writ 
ing. But sooner or later they will face the dilemma. Either 
the old traditions are unalterable, in which case there is 
nothing new in the world to say, or else there is something 
new in the world to say which must create traditions of its 
own. Which is it to be? 

Let the English reader, in this year, so pregnant with 
destiny, turn first to the Napoleonic pieces, which Miss 
Lowell has entitled appropriately Bronze Tablets. These 
pieces, I venture to say, will illuminate the present war to 
their minds as nothing else has done. There is only one 

thing that may be fitly compared to them, which is that great 

unread poem, Thomas Hardy's Dynasts. But the reader 
will see in a rhoment that there can be, in truth, no compari 
son between things so different in their method. 

Hardy's is the old method of the epic poet. Despite the 

fact that he has cast his poem in the form of a drama (a quite 

unplayable drama), he is essentially epic in outlook. He nar 
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Living History 

rates vividly, imperturbably, the events of history. He is 
only, as it were, the optical lens through which certain events 
arrange themselves. He is as impersonal as dumb Nature 
which has shaped these events. Only, in order to correct the 
perspective, in order that we may see the relation and corre 
spondence between the personages, and in order that nothing 
may make one person bulk larger than another, he constructs 
a complicated apparatus of immortals that comment upon and 
weigh each event. Thus everything becomes small, but clear. 
We see Napoleon living and breathing, but, as it were, 

through the wrong end of a telescope. 
Miss Lowell's method is profoundly different. You may 

like or dislike it, but fortunately mere unreasoned likings or 
dislikings have nothing to do with sane and orderly criticism. 
And you must either grant the results in granting the method, 
or refuse both method and results altogether. The method 
is this: Miss Lowell sits in an armchair, turning over the 
facts of history in her mind; gradually she visualizes them, 
not as something which has been played out on the world's 
stage long ago, and which can be revived only in the mind, 
but as something which is being played out still-as it were, 
in another room, through the gap of a window or door-for 
the benefit of our ardent, striving, inchoate, absurd twen 
tieth century; so she puts down what she sees, all the time 

being aware of the fact that when it is finished, she will 

resume the thread of her twentieth-century affairs. In this 
way we get a picture, a dramatic, living picture, not of the 

past alone, nor of the present, but of their contact. It is 
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as if an audience at a play suddenly realized that the actors 

were themselves in an earlier phase. It is an art that uses 

the past as a searchlight to turn upon the present. 

Take the poem called The Hammers, for instance. Was 

ever such a poem as this written before? Miss Lowell listens, 
gazes, nerves and brain on fire, at the window of the past. 

And what does she hear? Why, precisely the sound of ham 

mers-hammers building a ship, hammers chipping off Napo 
leonic decorations and the names of battles from arches, 
hammers shoeing a horse, hammers making a coffin. The 
grotesque, inhuman, horrible refrain of iron hammers goes 
through a third of a century. And bit by bit, out of their 

infernal devil's-dance we get-what? Why, precisely, one 
of the great tragedies of history-Napoleon in despair throw 
ing himself on England's mercy and being packed off to St. 
Helena to die. 

Marble likeness of an Emperor, 
Dead man who burst your heart against a world too narrow, 
The hammers drum you to your last throne, 
Which always you shall hold alone. 
The glory of your past is faded at a sunset fire, 
Your day lingers only like the tones of a wind-lyre 
In a twilight room. 

Strange commentary on human vanity from these crazy 

hammers! Strange commentary for us who live today! 
Even such a thing as a hammer plays its part in reminding, 
in chastening us, in making us feel the great sorrow and 

defeat of human effort. Would the poem be any more true, 
think you, if the hammers had not played their part in it, 
and sung their meaningless refrain from first line to last? 
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Living History 

No: for the hammers are precisely the burden of the poem. 

What is it that these hammers do not do? They recreate 
history for us, and in recreating it, recreate our present day. 
Let the hammers ring! Soon for us they may be silent; but 

for those who have ears to hear, the burden of these ham 

mers is the burden of the world-"the eternal world that 

ever groweth." 
Each of these "small portions of the eternal world" starts 

forth from the dark frame of the past, moves vibrantly about 
us until the poem is finished, and then vanishes again. And 

while the drama is being played out we have the poet beside 
us, not inhumanly aloof, not pouring vials of wrathful moral 
ity on our heads, but as a human being as much interested 
in the spectacle as we, savoring to the full its grotesqueness, 
its humor, its irony, its pathos, its beauty. Miss Lowell's 
poetry may disregard all the old English literary traditions; 
granted. But there is one tradition which it accepts which 
is more than all of these, and that is the great human tradi 
tion. To me the author of these poems is the most interesting 

poet-personality in America today. Her work cannot be 

judged as a fixed and finished product, but as an ever-growing 

approach to a new and more intensely vital life-perspective. 
It reconstructs humanity for us in a new way; it is radically 
different from all that preceded it, and tlherefore cannot be 

judged by past standards; for its i-ir ortance the future alone 

will be answerable. And whatever the future's judgment 
may be, there can be no doubt that the poet who created it 

is among the few that are great of soul. J. Q. Fletcher 
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